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The Separate Spheres of Women and Science
Annie Hays, Barbara Huizar, Crista Johnson, Steven Le, and Samantha Tate
Through the 19th century ideology of separate spheres, Frankenstein shows how the exclusion of 
women from science is detrimental to science and destructive to society.In  the S ilicon  Valle y, an increa sing n umbe r o f women ar e entering STEM fields , res ulting in cultural chang es. Binary OppositionWomen Sciencefeminine masculineemotion logicpassive active
domestic discovery
Exclusion
Scientific sphere rejects women, 
often oppressing them into strict 
gender roles and limiting both the 
capabilities of women and science 
as a whole.
The intellectual absence of women 
in both Frankenstein and Silicon 
Valley leaves both ethical and 
knowledge based voids in the 
growth of science as a whole.
Separate Spheres 
Men work outside of the home, 
pursuing production and exploration.
Women work inside the home as 
caretakers, providing labor that is 
unseen and unpaid.
This separation of spheres is 
reminiscent of both the slave/master 
and proletariat/bourgeoisie binaries.
Ethical humanities are pushed out of 
science and need to be reintroduced. 
Women’s roles are historically excluded 
from scientific fields.
